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ABSTRACT
Continuous energy intensity is a relationship between continuous energy intensity and
energy intensity of movement. In the paper we proposed to analyze energy intensity
of the movement, as the size specifying the power demand to the wheel drive and presented the balance of power of an electric car moving in the urban cycle. The object
of the test was a hybrid vehicle with an internal combustion engine and electric motor.
The measurements were carried out for 4 speeds and 2 driving profiles.
Keywords: energy intensity, electric vehicle, experimental research

INTRODUCTION
The basic element of the energy balance of the
vehicle is the analysis of the energy intensity of
movement. In terms of energy, vehicle movement
is the result of longitudinal force, whose task is to
balance the resistance movement and to overcome
the fictitious force. This force performs work on
a given section of road. The counterpart of this
work is the expenditure of energy, which should
be led to the wheel, which are driven in order to
realize the movement of the vehicle. In the vast
majority of driving time wheel drive is switched
on and the sum of the resistance movement and
the fictitious force are balanced by driving force.
In other words, energy intensity of movement is
the product of the average value of the driving
force and the driving distance [2–4, 9–11].
Energy intensity of the movement, as the size
specifying the power demand to the wheel drive,
depends on the properties of the motor and speed
and properties of drive system. Other components of the energy balance of the car losses associated with the processing power in the engine
and its transmission to the wheels that depend
on specific operating parameters and properties
of the drive unit.
Energy intensity of the traffic and drive efficiency are values which determine the energy

consumption, whose the value is the basic measure of the energy quality of the construction
and operation of the vehicle. Factors affecting
the value of the individual components of energy
balance are: defined ownership of the vehicle, engine, road and implemented driving profile.
In the case of electric vehicles, energy intensity of traffic constitutes smaller part of the
consumed energy than in the case of combustion
vehicles [12, 13]. The vast majority of the losses
generated by the combustion propulsion system
refers to energy loss. Fig. 1 shows the energy balance of the electric car moving in the urban cycle.
It can be seen that the amount of energy consumed when the vehicle is in motion it is 9.3%
Respectively. This significant difference is due to
differences in design and use of different brake
systems, transmissions, etc. During operation of
the combustion engine, a large part of the energy
supplied by the fuel is lost in the form of heat
regardless of whether the vehicle is in motion or
not. In the case of the electric drive system, power
is consumed only when the vehicle is in motion.
During the stop, the electric motor is at rest.
Energy consumption of movement consists
of several components. It is a total expenditure
of energy required to overcome the movement
resistance and to overcome the fictitious force,
which is present during acceleration. After taking
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Fig. 1. The balance of power of a car moving in the urban cycle
into account the equivalence of energy and labor,
each of the components of the energy intensity of
the movement can be expressed in the following
product of the force and road:
•• the energy needed to overcome the rolling
resistance:
(1)
•• the energy needed to overcome air resistance:
(2)
•• the energy needed to overcome the hills
(3)
•• kinetic energy (or increase)
(4)
where: m – vehicle weight [kg],
g – acceleration of gravity [m / s2],
cx – aspect ratio,
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A – frontal area of the vehicle [m2],
e = 0.6 kg / m3 – 0.5 air density,
ft – coefficient of rolling resistance,
d – coefficient of the rotating masses,
α – the angle of longitudinal inclination of
road [o],
– acceleration [m/s2],
υ – speed [m/s],
Ln – distance travelled in the drive phase
[m]
L’n – distance travelled when passing over
hills [m].
The speed profile of the vehicle moving at
variable speed includes all the basic movement
phase, which is listed in the correct order. They
are called elementary profiles. These are the acceleration, driving at the same speed and delayed
movement. In the case of this type of movement
of energy value needed to reach a given road section also determines the frequency and intensity
of occurrence of deceleration. Quality indicators
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Fig. 2. Continuous energy intensity of the course at a constant speed for different values of the
coefficient of the shape and weight of the vehicle
of energy movement were introduced to help determine energy requirements. These include: continuous energy intensity expressed by the ratio
of energy output to the road and the energy consumption of the unit, which is the ratio of energy
output to the product of the mass and roads.
Continuous energy intensity is a relationship
between continuous energy intensity and energy
intensity of movement. According to the literature “for a given average value of efficiency of
the drive, continuous energy intensity is proportional to the ratio of the energy intensity to the
distance travelled [14].
(5)
where: E – the sum of the movement resistance
[J]
L – the length of the road, on which motion resistance acts on the vehicle [m]

This volume is a comparative indicator of
quality energy of the vehicle, with specific design
parameters, which moves according to the assumed speed profile (Fig. 2). Continuous energy
intensity has a dimension of strength. This figure
expresses driving force on wheels for the movement forced by transfer of power from the engine
to the wheels. But for the speed profile including
both phases of driving and delayed movement,
the unit energy intensity shows the average value
of the resultant axial force.”

The unit energy intensity Φ is the ratio of the
energy intensity of movement to the product of
the vehicle mass and distance expressed in the
following units:
, ,
(6)
In the general principle, the unit energy intensity can be represented by the sum of:
(7)
where:
(8)

km – factor containing the basic design
parameters of the vehicle, determining
the movement resistance.
Qb – the unit expenditure of energy
used to overcome fictitious force during
acceleration.
The value of the component Qb, when accelerating at a certain speed range, depends entirely
on the implemented speed profile, which decides
about distance travelled.
Because Ek = m * ā * La, therefore, the ratio of
kinetic energy to the product of the mass and road
presents the average acceleration for elementary
speed profile. “
Energy demand during the movement
of the vehicle and irregularities in the construction can be determined by analyzing the
individual parameters.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the hybrid drive system

* 1 – motor (off) * 2 – transmission in a hybrid drive system; * 3 – engine – generator MG1; * 4 – engine – generator MG2; * 5 – planetary gear, which separates power; * 6 – planetary gear reducing the
speed of the electric motor; * 7 – inverter unit with converter; * 8 – battery;
– power transmitted
mechanically,
– power transmitted electrically; – the direction of transfer of power.

Fig. 4. The rotational speed of the electric motor while driving on straight section of road at 40 km/h

Fig. 5. Current and voltage while driving on the straight section of road at 40 km / h
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Fig. 6. The rotational speed of the electric motor while driving uphill at a speed of 40 km / h

Fig. 7. Current and voltage when driving uphill at a speed of 40 km / h

Fig. 8. The rotational speed of the electric motor when driving downhill at speed of 40 km / h
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Fig. 9. The current and voltage when driving downhill at speed of 40 km / h

Fig. 10. Graph of continuous and unit energy intensity while driving the vehicle on straight road by hybrid
vehicle

Fig. 11. Graph of continuous and unit energy intensity while driving uphill by the hybrid vehicle
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Fig. 12. Graph of continuous and unit energy intensity while driving downhill by the hybrid vehicle

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

CONCLUSION

The object of the test was a hybrid vehicle
with an internal combustion engine with a capacity of 1497 cm3 and a power of 55 kW (75HP) and
a torque of 111 Nm and an electric motor with a
maximum power of 45 kW (62km) and a torque of
169 Nm. Power is transmitted to the front wheels
through a continuously variable transmission ECVT. Figure 3 presents a block diagram of the hybrid drive system used in the test vehicle [1, 5–8]
During the research, the vehicle was attached
to a mass of 150 kg. Registrations of the results
were conducted by driving EV (Electric Vehicle).
During the research, the following values were
recorded: engine speed, voltage to the motor and
current. The measurements were carried out for
4 speeds and 2 driving profiles: driving up and
driving downhill:
•• while driving on straight section of road at a
speed of 20 km/h, 30 km/h, 40 km/h, 50 km/h
(Fig. 4 and 5);
•• when driving uphill at a speed of 20 km/h, 40
km/h, 60 km/h (Fig. 6 and 7);
•• when driving downhill at a speed of 20 km/h,
30 km/h, 40 km/h, 50 km/h (Fig. 8 and 9).

1. On the basis of the research, it can be stated
that the greatest value of energy intensity occurs while driving uphill, and the smallest
when driving downhill. The amount of energy required while driving uphill at a speed of
20 km/h allows you to drive on an equal distance at a speed of 30 km/h, and when driving downhill at a speed of 40 km/h. While
driving uphill, the vehicle takes twice the
current value than when driving downhill.

On the basis on the research and calculations,
we can observe changes in energy consumption
of the traction unit and movement. Energy intensity of the movement of the hybrid vehicle: while
driving on a straight road, when driving uphill
and downhill was presented on the drawings (Figures 10 – 12).

2. Fuel savings in hybrid vehicles oscillate
between approx. 30% in comparison with
vehicles with internal combustion engines.
3. When analyzing driving by the vehicle with
the hybrid system, fuel consumption of
combustion engine with 100 hp is reduced
by 29%.
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